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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is one of the KEY objectives during contract negotiations?
A. Obtain a fair and reasonable price.
B. Ensure that all project risks are thoroughly delineated.
C. Ensure that an effective communications management plan is
established.
D. Negotiate a price under the seller's estimate.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are concerned with messages being received systematically.
You designed Message-Driven beans (MDB) to guarantee the most
reliable way to consume messages.
In which three scenarios would JMS always redeliver a message?
(Choose three.)
A. when the onMessage() method fails to acknowledge the
reception of the message
B. when the transaction the MDB participates in eventually
fails and rolls back
C. when messages are non-persistent
D. when the onMessaqe() method of the MDB throws a Java error
E. when messages are not being sent as part of a transaction
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
An MDB pool processes each message at least once. Potentially,
a message can be process more than once:
* If an application fails, a transaction rolls back, or the
hosting server instance fail during or after the onMessage()
method completes but before the message is acknowledged or
committed, the message will be redelivered and processed again.
* Non-persistent messages are also redelivered in the case of
failure, except for the case where the message's host JMS
server shuts down or crashes, in which case the messages are
destroyed.
To ensure that a message is processed exactly once, use
container-managed transactions so that failures cause
transactional MDB work to rollback and force the message to be
redelivered.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer would like to extend their CX4 cache after
purchasing Flash drives.
Which Unisphere dialog should be used to configure this
feature?
A. Storage SP Properties, SP Memory tab
B. Storage System Properties, SP Cache
C. Storage System Properties, FAST Cache tab
D. Storage SP Properties, Cache tab
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are implementing conditional access policies.
You must evaluate the existing Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) risk events and risk levels to configure and implement the
policies.
You need to identify the risk level of the following risk
events:

* Users with leaked credentials
* Impossible travel to atypical locations
* Sign ins from IP addresses with suspicious activity
Which level should you identify for each risk event? To answer,
drag the appropriate levels to the correct risk events. Each
level may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Medium
High
Medium
Refer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/reports
-monitoring/concept-risk-events#sign-ins-from-ip
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